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Taking its cues from Scandinavian simplicity and 

Japanese proportionality, the Wilfred is a generous 

easy chair with room for one and a half.

Its pure aesthetics means that this chair will lend itself 

to its surroundings: It will sit as comfortably in a 

modernists dwelling as much as a traditionalists space.

Designed to be used for life’s slower pursuits: reading, 

sky gazing and day dreaming, the curved spindle back 

gently support the body whilst the ample seat allows 

knees to curl up and blankets (or dogs) to be pile on.

The chair includes a linen upholstered base cushion 

and a back rest pad.  Both tie on for security when in 

use but are completely removable for cleaning or 

simply aesthetic tastes.

Handcrafted from sustainably sourced solid English 

Oak. A chair set to stay in your family for generations 

to come.

Delivery

Every piece is built to order in the UK, therefore 

lead times are 3-4 weeks. Some bespoke 

elements may take 6-8 weeks.

Dimensions

H: 1850mm W: 1137mm    D:220mm

Materials & Finishes

White oiled solid European oak.

Ian Mankin 100% Linen Upholstery.
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Got a question, need some advise, want to chat?

Call us on 0333 344 5298

www.tormar.co.uk

Designed for living, built for life.

Handmade 
Every Tormar piece is made 

by hand, using the 

techniques our expert team 

has learned from decades of 

carpentry and joinery.

Sustainable
Our calling is to build better 

furniture for a healthier 

planet. We source 

sustainable wood and 

minimise shipping miles.

Design
Function, form and 

sustainability is designed 

into every Tormar piece, 

alongside a clean 

Scandinavian-inspired 

aesthetic.

Let’s Talk
If you have questions about 

Tormar, or would like help 

choosing the right piece - 

call us. No call centre - it's 

us on the other end of the 

phone, every time.
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